blacks were the most common colors used throughout Polynesia. Most bark cloth designs were geometric, but some naturalistic designs, such as the famous leaf imprint designs of Tahitian bark cloth, were also employed.
Bark cloth was a form of wealth in Polynesia; its importance derived from the many roles it played in the social and economic lives of the people. The presentation of bark cloth was often used to symbolize the validation of a political or social agreement. Polynesians also ceremoniously bestowed bark cloth upon people during birth, puberty, marriage, and death rituals. The presentation and exchange of bark cloth during rites of passage served to honor a person and to validate and solidify the social and economic bonds among people participating in such rites.
One of the primary uses of bark cloth was as clothing. Depending on the quality and amount of decoration, bark cloth served from everyday apparel to costumes for special ceremonies and purposes. Often, fine or decorated bark cloth indicated a person's social status. There were also bark cloth bedcovers and room partitions. As room dividers, sheets of bark cloth sometimes served as mosquito nets, but they also lent privacy and beauty to the islanders' homes. As Sanday (1974) , Boserup (1970) , and others have demonstrated, Polynesian women's participation in the economic production and distribution of valued goods contributed to their high status in their societies. In addition to their contributions to subsistence activities, the production of fine mats and bark cloth gave women a significant role in the prestige economies of their societies, particularly since, in many cases, women had some control over the distribution of the valued goods they created.
Throughout the islands, primarily women were involved in the manufacture of bark cloth. They took great pride in their skills since social prestige accrued to women of all classes who worked well with bark cloth. Missionary William Ellis's remarks about Tahitian women are instructive:
In the manufacture of cloth, the females of all ranks were employed; and the queen, and wives of the chiefs of the highest rank, strove to excel in some department-in the elegance of the pattern, or the brilliancy of the colour. They are fond of society, and worked in large parties, in open and temporary houses erected for the purpose. Visiting one of these houses at Eimeo, I saw sixteen or twenty females all employed. The queen sat in the midst, surrounded by several chief women, each with a mallet in her hand, beating the bark that was spread before her. The queen worked as diligently and cheerfully as any present.
As the wives and daughters of the chiefs take a pride in manufacturing superior cloth, the queen would often have felt it derogatory to her rank, if any other females in the island could have finished a piece of cloth better than herself. [Ellis 1969 [Ellis [1831 :184-185]
The importance of bark cloth and, concomitantly, the prestige women gained from creating it disappeared in many Polynesian societies with the influx of Westerners into the Pacific in the 19th century. Western cloth replaced bark cloth on many islands at a fairly early date. In Tahiti, for example, bark cloth was not produced after about 1830.
To some extent, the decline of bark cloth manufacture was due to a variety of environmental factors precipitated by Western influence (e.g., the neglect of plant cultivation), but in many cases, Polynesians discontinued making it because Western cloth proved more practical. Imported fabric was easier and less time-consuming to fashion into clothes and household goods, and it had the advantage of being durable and washable, which bark cloth did not. Yet, Western cloth did share one very important quality with the bark cloth it replaced. It was valued as a prestige item, largely because it was a foreign good introduced by a powerful people. Islanders were eager to obtain Western fabric as Smith's account of the Tahitian sovereign, Pomarre II, reveals. The king wrote, "Friends, send also property and cloth for us, and we also will adopt English customs" (Smith 1825:62) .
Although Polynesian women could no longer sustain the esteem associated with their roles as producers of bark cloth, they quickly adapted to the changing circumstances of the day. For, when missionaries introduced the Western quilt, made from brightly colored pieces of the highly coveted Western fabric and involving substantial investments of skill and time, comparable to the production of bark cloth, Polynesians perceived the quilts as a worthy replacement for bark cloth used in ritual contexts. Thus, with the adoption of Western quilts, Polynesian women pursued a new means by which to maintain their identities as creators of socially valuable textiles.2
The first record of the introduction of quilting into Polynesia is from the Hawaiian Islands where New England protestant missionaries taught high ranking Hawaiian women how to quilt. On 3 April 1820, seven young New England missionary women of the American Board of Missions held a sewing circle aboard the Thaddeus, which had recently arrived from America. Lucy Thurston, one of the missionaries, recorded that four Hawaiian women of rank attended: Kalakua, mother of the young king Liholiho; Namahana, her sister and a widow of the first Hawaiian king, Kamehameha I; and two wives of Chief Kalanimoku. Kalakua, queen dowager, was directress. She requested all the seven white ladies to take seats with them on mats, on the deck of the Thaddeus. Mrs. Holman and Mrs. Ruggles were executive officers, to ply the scissors and prepare the work. . . . The four women of rank were furnished with calico patchwork to sew,-a new employment to them. [Thurston 1882:32] The act of sewing calico piecework was a new employment to the aristocratic Hawaiian women, but the work patterns associated with quilting were not. Women often worked in groups when making bark cloth, and sometimes a leader directed the process.
Thus, when missionaries presented the quilt as a domestic art form of Christian households, requiring the efforts of a group of women, Hawaiian women easily adapted traditional work patterns to new skills. Missionaries probably first taught quilting to women of the royal households as a strategy to influence the general populace. However, Hawaiian women of rank, who had al-ways created fine bark cloth and gained prestige from the work, may have thought it quite logical that they should learn quilting first.
Specific documentation for the earliest introduction of the Western quilting tradition into other areas of eastern Polynesia is unavailable. In some cases, missionaries may have been the first to introduce quilting designs and techniques, but in some areas Polynesians themselves must have introduced the Western quilting tradition as a result of contacts with other Polynesians or Western missionaries on neighboring islands.
Once in the hands of the Polynesian women, the Western quilting tradition became the reintegrated art form of tifaifai as a result of the selective process women exercised in adopting certain designs and construction techniques to serve their purposes. This selection process constituted a conscious means for Polynesian women to express their aesthetic preferences from their own cultural background. Thus, while Western piecework quilts provided models for the earliest forms of Polynesian tffaifai, many of the design principles and construction techniques "borrowed" from the Western quilting tradition and accepted by Polynesian women were direct extensions of bark cloth traditions applied to a new medium. For example, Polynesian women had often used relatively small geometric designs, similar to Western piecework designs, regularly and symmetrically stamped or painted onto bark cloth. Likewise, they created different areas of color beside one another in bark cloth, just as Western women did in creating piecework quilts.
Bark cloth and cotton material, though different, were similar enough as fabric to also allow women to use similar design principles in the construction of bark cloth and ttfaifai. In fact, the material correspondence which Hawaiians saw between their indigenous bark cloth and the introduced Western quilts was so strong that it was reflected in the term kapa which they applied to both. The striking similarity between Western quilts and Hawaiian sleeping blankets probably prompted Hawaiian women to retain the three-layered construction of the Western quilt in their creations. Because the multilayered construction of the Hawaiian quilt is unique among tifaifai traditions, there is strong evidence to indicate that the Hawaiian women imitated the multilayered construction of Western quilts and the technique of quilting in response to the same climatic conditions which formerly prompted them to make the bark cloth sleeping blankets, composed of several layers of bark cloth attached together at one end. Hawaiian women may also have retained the actual quilting techniques of the Western quilt (another characteristic unique among the ttfaifai traditions) owing to the similarity between Western quilting designs and the watermark designs of 19th-century Hawaiian bark cloth created by pressing the carved side of a bark cloth beater against damp cloth during the final stages of beating.3
Throughout eastern Polynesia, women may have been quick to accept particular Western piecework quilt designs which were similar to the geometric designs they had used in bark cloth because the designs looked familiar. Indeed, the piecework designs of many historical and contemporary ttfaifai 263 This content downloaded from 140. To a degree, the Hawaiian applique quilt resulted from a Hawaiian modification of Western applique quilts. Such quilts did exist at the time the missionaries introduced the more practical piecework quilt of everyday use. Although the applique style quilts were probably in less abundance, the missionaries undoubtedly had some to spread on their beds for special occasions, just as they had done in New England. There are many indications that the aura of prestige and wealth associated with the less common Western applique quilt may have influenced the Hawaiians in their selection of a quilt style to emulate.5
The historical development of the Hawaiian applique quilt also appears to be directly linked to characteristics of Hawaiian bark cloth sleeping blankets. 
Choicesfor Communication
Women design, create, distribute, and designate uses for tifaifai. With few exceptions, women make all decisions about tifaifai. While many women do not create them, nearly every woman owns at least one tifaifai and usually more. Throughout eastern Polynesia, therefore, tifaifai belong to the domain of feminine achievement and expression.
There are three separate ways in which a Polynesian woman may use tifaifai to express herself. She may communicate personal information through her decisions concerning work patterns related to the technical execution of the textiles, in decisions concerning the aesthetics of the art form itself, and in designated uses for the tifaifai. Although the tifaifai as object provides a point of reference for all three communication areas, based on the fact that women's work patterns, artistic choices, and decisions about tffaifai uses revolve around the textiles, it is essential to recognize that the tifaifai as object is only a part of the complex process by which women may create and express their identities.
Each of the three tifaifai communication areas may serve as an independent
sphere for a woman to express aspects of her sense of identity. This is particularly evident when a woman is involved in only one of these decision making areas, as, for example, when a woman purchases a tifaifai from someone else and decides how it shall be used. Each area of self-expression, therefore, must be considered as a separate communication sphere. At the same time, it should be noted that whenever a woman communicates in a particular area, the information is often influenced by direct or indirect decisions in other areas. Thus, a woman who purchases a tifaifai for a specific purpose may take the quality of execution into account as well as the tifaifai design or other aesthetic features when she buys the tlfaifai. Within each of the three tffaifai decision making areas, a woman is able to communicate a wide range of meanings. By engaging in the decision process in more than one area, a woman greatly expands the possibilities inherent in using tifaifai as a means to create and express her identity. The depth and complexity of communication deepen with a woman's involvement in more than one area. Indeed, the ways in which messages of identity expressed in one area reinforce or elaborate upon expressions of identity in other areas lend particular significance to women's use of the art form and associated activities. Furthermore, by engaging in one or more areas of decision making over time and by engaging in different combinations of involvement in the three communication areas with several tifaifai simultaneously, a woman can expand the possibilities for self-expression even further. Thus, a woman has many options for utilizing tifaifai as a symbol of herself. The dynamic aspect of her decision making processes enables a woman to communicate a sense of the richness and complexity of her many roles.
In the past, many women of all ages made tifaifai. Women sometimes learned from friends or by simply observing the art, but most of the learning process took place in the family. Mothers, grandmothers, and aunts taught young girls to make tifaifai. As the following story indicates, the teaching process was, at times, selective.
When Josephine Leimalama Kamakau Hanakahi was growing up in Paia, Maui, her mother made Hawaiian quilts and gave one to each of her six brothers and sisters but none to Josephine.
"Mama, what about me?" the child asked. Her mother replied, "My gift to you is teaching you the art ofkapa ku'iki' [Hawaiian quilting]." [Altonn 1975] Over the years, fewer women have pursued the skills requisite for creating tifaifai. Although some schools teach Polynesian girls to make tffaifai as a part of their curriculum, many young Polynesian women never learn to create them and express no desire to acquire the skills. In addition, many mature women either disavow any ability to create tifaifai or express disinterest. Therefore, a woman's decision to make t?faifai alone or within a group context is an individual expression which arises from her own desire and not from societal pressure to conform to a feminine role.
While the decision to work on a tffaifai alone may reflect a woman's selfimage as a person who must accommodate herself to established roles (as, for example, in the case of some women who prefer to work independently because they feel they can't find time to work with others), in most cases, the decision to work alone appears to be an active means by which a woman can control decision making in artistic choices, tifaifai uses, or both. She may work by herself to express her identity as an individual artist, an independent agent in social contexts, a self-employed business woman, or a combination of these roles. Many women express a preference to work independently because they wish to have complete control over all aspects of the creative process. They often say they prefer to work alone to ensure uniformity in their tifaifai. The decision as to how the tifaifai shall be used often operates in conjunction with a woman's desire to control artistic choices, as, for instance, in her decision to make one for exhibit or sale. Increasingly, women who create tifaifai for profit prefer to work alone for full monetary benefits.
In Tahiti, where many women sell tifaifai to local clients, there is often a twostep individual creative process. The seller buys the fabric and then cuts and bastes the applique design onto the background material. The buyer herself sews the tifaifai or commissions another woman to perform the task.
While there are women who consistently work alone, many women make some tifaifai independently and other ttfaifai within a group. In terms of practical considerations, a woman who works within a group context can expect others to contribute their time, labor, special skills (and, in some instances, fabric) to the creation of a tifaifai. The emphasis on sharing resources within the group context allows a woman to support members of the group and their common goals, to express her generosity, and to exhibit her skills.
Different groups of women vary in their approaches to making tifaifai. On the island of Rarotonga in the Cook Islands, one women's group divides the work into equal portions for each member. Members share work in each ttfaifai created, and each woman takes her turn in receiving a finished one. As a result of the work process, several women own the same design.
On Rurutu, located in the Austral Islands, a group of women from the same village trade skills with one another on a round-robin basis in order to produce different kinds of handicraft, such as purses, hats, and mats, to sell or use for their own purposes. Three or four women under the direction of a skilled creator also make ttfaifai upon request for other group members. A woman who wishes to trade her labor for a tifaifai may do so by participating in the group's activities. Although she must purchase the fabric, she exchanges her handicraft skills for the labor of those women best qualified to make her tifaifai. In Tahiti, some women organize small groups whose members take turns receiving a tifaifai. Only one woman may actually create it, but the members contribute a small sum of money on a regular basis to purchase the materials. The creator herself takes her turn in receiving a finished one.
Although a woman may join a group primarily for practical reasons, most women consciously choose to create tifaifai within a group context in order to reflect their membership to and support of a particular group and its goals. Women who create tifaifai by working in groups often do so on the basis of work, neighborhood, and church affiliations; their kinship and friendship bonds; and their alliance with others who have similar interests. In many cases, organizing principles overlap, as, for example, women who are friends as well as members of the same congregation.
By joining others in the common goal of creating tifaifai for a specified purpose, a woman can express personal convictions and strengthen interpersonal bonds. She indicates to people within and outside the group that she has certain things in common with the other members. She may also gain respect, prestige, and status within the membership since women with special talents for designing, sewing, and organizing often receive praise from others within a group.
At any given time, a woman may belong to more than one type of group which periodically creates tifaifai or is organized solely for that purpose. During her lifetime, a woman may belong to many groups with different organizational principles and purposes. Her affiliation with one or more groups, and her position within a group as chief decision-maker, primary organizer, or fellow seamstress often reflects her roles in societal contexts outside the group and serves to strengthen them.
A second way in which women may use tffaifai as a vehicle for self-expression is in the decision making process involved in artistic choices. A woman makes artistic decisions when she elects to use particular designs, construction techniques, sewing methods, fabric, and colors. Throughout eastern Polynesia, a woman's choice to make an applique or piecework tifaifai is based on accepted regional aesthetics. In addition, specific designs, construction techniques, fabric colors, and artistic embellishments may all communicate a woman's identification with a regional aesthetic. In the contemporary mileau of inter-island travel, exchange of information, and tifaifai exhibitions, a woman's artistic decisions represent a conscious effort to identify herself with a particular cultural heritage and group of islands. In Hawaii, for example, women create a design known as "Royal Symbols" which incorporates the historical Hawaiian monarchy's symbols of the crown and the kahili, a feather standard. The design is almost invariably executed in red and yellow, the royal colors, and the applique textile is quilted in the distinctive Hawaiian style of following the contours of the design.
In some cases, when women "borrow" aesthetic features of other islanders, At the same time that women express their identification with others as members of a geographical/political area by comforming to regional aesthetic standards, there is a great emphasis placed on individual identity. In general, Polynesians place great emphasis on individual creativity in decisions about tifaifai designs. Although careful stitching and construction are essential for any well-made tifaifai, most Polynesians agree that creating a design is the most difficult aspect and the one that requires the greatest skill. For that reason, Polynesians regard women who are highly competent in all aspects of creating tifaifai as experts. Temana Vahine of Rurutu in the Austral Islands, for example, is recognized as a rangatira or "chief " of tfifaii makers in her village. Her fame extends beyond her own village to other inhabitants of the island and even to Tahiti, where her tlfaifai have been displayed in contests. Temana Vahine creates many tifaifai by herself, executing all the work; however, she also participates in a group of women who share their services with one another in making handicrafts. When Temana Vahine works with the group, she designs the tifaifai which women in the group request. She has a repertoire of several patterns, many of which she modifies from motifs in Western sewing books. Women select a pattern and purchase fabric in colors they prefer, but it is Temana Vahine who decides how the colors will be utilized within the design, and it is she who directs the work of others in sewing the piecework tifaifai together in correct order. Temana Vahine's prowess as an expert creator of tfaifai rests on her organizational abilities as well as her talent for calculating the effects of color and design. All tifaifai created within the group as a result of group activity are still considered to be the creative work of Temana Vahine.
Women place greatest emphasis on individual creativity in their decisions about designs. Since a tifaifai is often viewed as an extension of its creator, Polynesians adhere to an ethical code which safeguards the originality of a woman's design. Polynesians recognize the creator as the rightful owner of her design to share or keep as she pleases.
A woman may take special measures to guarantee her "rights" over the design. One woman in Rarotonga said that a woman must register a tlfaifai design with the local governmental officials to "patent" it. Although local authorities say that such a procedure doesn't exist, the woman's statement indicates her strong feelings about the importance of originality. Some women create only one or a few tifaifai with a particular design and then destroy the pattern in order to preserve the originality of the design. As one Tahitian woman recalled, "My mother made three tifaifai with a basket of fruit. She gave one to me, one to my cousin, and one to her friend. Then she tore up the pattern." By so doing, the woman ensured the uniqueness of her On the island of Rurutu, mothers often include a son or daughter's name into a tifaifai designated to become a wedding present for that child. The women "write in" their children's baptismal and family surnames by creating the names in block letters with the small squares of cloth which they use to piece an entire tifaifai design together. Even though parents present the tifaifai at their children's marriages, occasions upon which both men and women receive new marriage names, and it is ostensibly for both husband and wife, the name on the tifaifai expresses the strong familial bonds which continue between an individual and his or her family. When a woman incorporates her daughter's name in a tifaifai, she makes the continuing bond between a daughter and her parents explicit. Even though a woman is associated with her husband's surname and family and is usually addressed by her marriage name, her maiden name on the tifaifai serves to remind others of her continuing bonds with her natal family.
The third way in which women can communicate information about themselves through tifaifai centers around their decisions regarding tffaifai uses.
Simply by owning tifaifai, a woman uses the objects for self-expression.
Tifaifai are associated with women's roles in domestic contexts. The materials, tools, and skills that a woman uses to make tTfaifai reflect the traditional feminine role of creating clothing and household articles. In addition, women usually display tifaifai in their homes.
In Hawaiian Quilts, Jones points to tifaifai as a symbol of a woman's femininity in the domestic context. According to a story collected by the author, a young Hawaiian woman fell in love with a Chinese. Her parents opposed the marriage, but when at last her mother did consent, the mother made it clear that the daughter could have none of the calabashes or other Hawaiian things, including the quilts intended for her.
The couple moved to Honolulu. The young wife was ashamed before the other women because she had no quilt for her bed. She purchased the necessary material but had no pattern, and she was too humiliated to ask for one. Then one night as she lay asleep she dreamed a pattern. The dream was so vivid that it awakened her and, rising, she cut the design direct from the material and basted it upon the background before going back to sleep. In the morning she was delighted with her handiwork. A friend who helped her finish the quilt named it Ka La'i o Pua (The Calm of Pua Lane). [ones 1973:5] Owning tifaifai as a woman is still important, as echoed in a contemporary Cook Islands woman's declaration, "If I did not have any tifaifai, I would not be a woman!"
Tifaifai are part of a woman's personal wealth. Many women strive to acquire a large number of them by making their own or by purchasing some made by others. Tifaifai that are given to a man become the property of his wife in the sense that she cares for them and uses them as part of her household furnishings. A woman who knows how to design and construct tifaifai can create her own wealth in tifaifai after the necessary expenditures in purchasing materials. A woman who doesn't know how to make tffaifai must either buy them, commission someone for money to create them for her, or rely on the goodwill of friends and relatives to provide them.
Because tifaifai are so valuable, many women keep them under lock and key. Other women, however, display them on beds on a fairly regular basis as an indication of their wealth in tifaifai and in imitation of the Western practice of decorating the home with expensive furnishings. When a woman places a tlfaifai on the beds in her house, she is displaying one of her most valuable sources of wealth.
In some instances, an impressive collection of tifaifai is a direct reflection of a specific aspect of a woman's identity. Minister's wives, for example, often own unusually large numbers of tifaifai as a result of their roles. Such women may accumulate tifaifai as presents, through obligations to purchase tifaifai at church bazaars, or as a result of the necessity to furnish their homes in an appropriate manner for special occasions.
One of the most important ways in which women use tifaifai is by decorating their homes with them on such special occasions as church holidays and family celebrations. A woman who has a sizeable collection of tfaifai to display in her home, either through her own efforts or those of others, gains prestige as a consequence.
Women communicate a complex set of messages when they display tTfaifai on beds, walls, and, in some cases, even the floors of their houses, during special occasions such as church holidays, government health inspection tours, and family celebrations. Depending on the specific context, a woman may express her sense of identification with her religion, her duty as a responsible citizen, or her fulfillment as wife/mother. Likewise, when a woman uses tifaifai to decorate guests' beds, she communicates her role as hostess. Almost without exception, a woman's use of tifaifai as decoration in the home communicates more than one facet of her identity.
In addition to displaying tifaifai in the home, women often bestow them upon others. When women give ttfaifai to relatives, friends, and more rarely to political and religious leaders, they present objects of socially acknowledged value which communicate a wide range of information about women's identities, feelings, and thoughts. The occasions upon which women present tifaifai and the meanings behind such presentations vary with the relationships. Generally, women give tifaifai to others as gifts on an individual basis. A woman who gives a tifaifai to a specific individual expresses a bond which ex-ists between the two. The most significant interpersonal relationships which women emphasize are those with their descendants. Through a gift of tifaifai, a woman can convey her strongest emotions: love, respect, pride, happiness, and sorrow. Many women make tifaifai to present to each of their children and grandchildren. Women may give them to their descendants at any time; however, women present most tifaifai on special occasions such as birthdays and farewells. Weddings are without doubt the most important occasion for presenting such a gift.
Beyond expressing her emotions in material form through a gift of tifaifai, a woman may also use a tifaifai as a substitute for her presence, thus creating a powerful statement using a tifaifai as a symbol of her identity. Women often make tifaifai intended as wedding presents long before their children are to be married. As a woman on the island of Rurutu said, "I am making tifaifai for my children now. It is important to do this in case I die before they marry. Even if I do not see them marry, they will still have the tifaifai." At the same time that the tifaifai would convey the deceased's feelings for her child, it would serve to remind people of the identity of the maker.
An excellent illustration of the function of tifaifai as a substitute and a reminder of the creator may be cited in an incident in which a woman of Rurutu sent several tifaifai, originally created for her son's marriage, to Tahiti to be buried with him. Because she could not afford to make the trip herself, she sent the tifaifai as a substitute for her presence at the funeral.
Although the largest number of gift presentations are done on an individual basis, many tifaifai are given by groups of women. In these cases, the women usually represent larger groups of people, such as an entire congregation or community. During a farewell ceremony for a minister's widow on the island of Rarotonga in the Cook Islands held in 1978, a group of women presented a tifaifai which they had made as a group. The bond expressed by the gift extended beyond the specific group of women and symbolized the link which all the members of the congregation felt with the widow. The women who created and presented the tffaifai acted as representatives of the whole congregation and in so doing expressed their identities as members of the larger group.
At times, an individual may express very personal feelings within the context of a group presentation. For instance, in a special farewell ceremony for a minister and his family on the island of Rarotonga, also held in 1978, female congregational members created four tifaifai to present in a special ritual manner to the departing family. The family sat in a place of honor and the four unfolded tifaifai were carried one at a time by several women and placed across the laps of the family members. The last one, which was the special present of the wife of the assistant minister, was carried forward in the same manner, but the donor had instructed the women to place it over the heads of the family members for a few minutes before lowering it to their laps. The contrast of the last tifaifai presentation with those of the other three drew attention to the unique quality of the act and served as a statement of the very personal emotions felt by the donor. 
